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Münster - A spectacular smoke under development is a heating pipe burst and a few days later from the 
Second World War was defused, saw the room webcam streets of Raphael Hospital in early 2008 real-click 
records. But even on normal days enjoyed on the roof of the hospital installed camera, which since December 
2007 Live photos from the construction site via the Internet around the world sends, great popularity, says 
Sonja Tress, spokeswoman for the Misericordia GmbH, the parent of the clinic.

"Temporarily companies and logistics companies even have the camera for their work and use time manage-
ment," recalls Tress. This is now hardly possible to stop the building of large office buildings, streets closed off 
for several months looking at the property, which for decades was only a parking lot. The temporary election in 
the Top Ten of the world's leading webcam page Earthcam”- on the cameras, among others from New York 
and other cities are to be found.

Meanwhile, on the desk the last lane construction started. In mid-September as the first store opened its 
doors, says Dirk heaven, office manager of the lanes investor Harpen AG. Expected mid-November will be the 
last tenant Esprit open. In the meantime, take the Esprit edc offshoot, the restaurant Barcelona, the German 
bank, the fashion manufacturer Tom Tailor, the German Telecom and E-Plus and a pharmacy operation. The 
car park opens in September, according to the sky, the Ramada Treff Hotel in October. Until November, the 
square in front of the bar street ready.

In terms of time, cost and logistics, we are using the site very satisfied, "says Himmel. How long Harpen retain 
the property, is still unclear. "We are in a constant review process," says the CEO. "If a good price can be 
achieved, we will of course have to consider a sale."

In the hospital while one thinks about what the room after the completion of the lane with a Webcam will 
happen. At the present site, however, they should only stay if the hotel directly opposite is not disturbed feel 
assured Sonja Tress.

http://www.earthcam.com/

